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Continuing Education cuts 
reconsidered by panel
ASUM PRESIDENT Cary Holmqulst, left, and Vice President Peter Karr have been busy this week hearing 
budget requests. (Staff photo by Clair Johnson.)
CB denies special allocation 
for Headwaters Alliance’s trip
By BRAD NEWMAN
Montana Kaimin Reporter
A university administration task 
force is reconsidering recent 
personnel changes made in the 
extension course program m the 
Center for Continuing Education 
and Summer Programs.
As a result, the three employees 
who lost their jobs under the 
reo rgan iza tion  have been 
reinstated. The employees were 
fired when the extension courses 
they operate were eliminated. The 
jobs were to have ended April 30.
Roberta Manis, extension 
course program manager, Mary 
Wilcox, administrative assistant, 
and Mary Lou Hess, clerk-typist, 
had lost their jobs.
“ I guess my termination party 
has become a welcome back 
ce le b ra tio n ,"  W ilcox said 
yesterday.
John Stewart, - assistant to 
University of Montana Academic 
Vice President Donald Habbe and 
task force member, said yesterday 
the entire center, not just 
extension courses, is being 
reviewed.
The other members of the task 
force are Don Erickson, UM 
internal auditor, and Calvin 
Murphy, business manager of 
Auxiliary Services.
The task force was set up by 
Habbe and UM President Richard 
Bowers to “look into all the 
operations" of the center, Stewart 
said. The reorganization plan is 
“not being followedi" he said, 
adding that the task force has “no 
pre-prejudices” concerning any 
area in the center.
The reorganization was drafted 
by James Hall, dean of the center
Correction
The Kaimin incorrectly 
reported yesterday that 
MLAC Chairman Bob 
McCue was worried about 
the Missoula County Com­
missioners "keeping their 
eyes on us.” He was referring 
to the Missoula City-County 
Health Board. The Kaimin 
regrets the error.
until April 23. Hall left the 
university to become dean of the 
School of Continuing Education at 
Pace University in New York City.
Under Hall’s plan, local and out- 
of-town extension courses and the 
po s itio ns  respons ib le  fo r 
operating the courses were 
eliminated. The changes were 
designed to reduce the $76,000 
deficit of the center.
Earlier this month, Hall said the 
center should be self-supporting. 
He said his plan saved the center 
$29,000 in staff salaries by cutting 
the three positions.
"We are proceeding as though 
Hall's plan had never happened,” 
Sue Spencer, acting director of the 
center, said yesterday. "Right now 
the whole place is in limbo waiting 
for a decision from the review 
team.”
Spencer said questions raised 
by the terminated employees 
convinced the administration to 
review the center’s operations.
“They really just decided to start 
from scratch," she said.
Spencer said the review team 
was not auditing the accuracy of 
the center's accounting, but trying 
to “forecast its financial future 
under a variety of programs” the 
center could offer.
Beyond center finances, she 
said, the review team is also 
considering each area's effects on 
“academics, community outreach 
and politics."
A final report has not been 
drafted by the task force, Spencer 
said. She said the group had “not 
even decided whether the head of 
the center should be a dean or a 
director.”
Spencer said she plans to return 
to her former administrative duties 
at the Center for Student 
Development after a new head is 
chosen for Continuing Education.
The task force will forward its 
report to Habbe, who will make a 
final recommendation on the 
center to Bowers.
“ I hope the review team decides 
very soon,” Spencer said, "but I 
have a feeling Habbe won’t have 
time to make his recommendation 
until he gets through with the 
teachers' union bargaining.”
Habbe is currently involved in 
contract negotiations with the 
University Teachers' Union.
By JEFF MCDOWELL
Montana Kaimin Raportar
Central Board last night voted 9- 
7, with one abstention, against a 
$220 special allocation for Head­
waters Alliance to attend an anti­
nuclear weapons demonstration in 
Colorado this weekend.
The action came at a CB meeting 
held during a break in a public 
testimony session on ASUM 
budget requests. About 30 persons 
attended the meeting in the Gold 
Oak Room.
Headwaters Alliance presented 
a slide show to CB and explained 
that the demonstration will be held 
Saturday at the Rocky Flats Wea­
pons Facility near Broomfield, 
Colo., 16 miles northwest of 
Denver. (See related story p. 6.)
Bill McDorman, an alliance 
member, explained that the dem­
onstration is being held to protest 
the proliferation of nuclear wea­
pons. The Rocky Flats facility 
produces nuclear triggers for wea­
pons.
Alliance member Pam Lee said 
after the meeting that CB allocated 
$200 last year for students to 
attend and about 50 students went. 
McDorman said at the meeting that 
between 50 and 75 students are 
going this year.
After the roll-call vote, McDor­
man asked the board to explain
why it had voted against the 
request. ASUM President Cary 
Holmquist told McDorman that the 
board had to proceed with the 
budgeting session. However, 
McDorman and several other al­
liance members insisted on an 
explanation. Holmquist then ad­
journed the meeting and left the 
room.
Alliance members and CB dele­
gates then discussed the vote for 
about 20 minutes, delaying the 
resumption of the budgeting ses­
sion.
CB delegate Jim Mountain said 
he voted against the request be-
• Cont. on p. 8.
Big changes seen if Title IX rules approved
By SUE O’CONNELL
Montana Kaimin Raportar
Intercollegiate athletics across the country will be 
“vastly different” if proposed guidelines for equal funding 
of men’s and women’s programs are adopted, the 
University of Montana athletic director said Tuesday.
Harley Lewis said that a cutback in men's programs at 
UM and a nationwide restructuring of athletic programs 
are likely if the Department of Hearth, Education and 
Welfare establishes proposed Title IX guidelines as law.
The guidelines, suggested in December 1977, state that 
except for special costs in equipment and travel, per capita 
expenditures for men and women athletes must be the 
same,
Because the guidelines have not yet been defined, no 
definite plans have been made at UM to bring the athletic 
programs into complete compliance. There is “no 
question" that equal funding would be a problem because 
it would require an additional $130,000-150,000, Lewis 
said.
Both Lewis and UM President Richard Bowers said UM 
would be in compliance if HEW exempted football and 
basketball from the guidelines. Such an exemption has 
been considered as a possibility.
No exemptions
However, an HEW spokesman in Washington said in a 
telephone interview Tuesday that football and basketball 
would not be exempted. Larry Velez, a public information 
officer, said that although the guidelines have not been 
made final, the special allowances now made for equip­
ment and travel would be the only exemptions allowed.
But Lewis reiterated Tuesday that as recently as last
week he had heard that such an exemption was still a 
possibility.
Sharon Dinkel, director of women’s sports, said 
yesterday that directors of men's programs at most 
schools in the country are hoping that basketball and 
football will be exempted.
But what will happen with the guidelines and com­
pliance is a “toss-up,” she said. She agreed with Le&is that 
athletic programs will Change quite a bit.
This "new model” of athletics will be “a happy medium" 
— not as large as the current men’s program nor as small 
as the women's, she said.
Options open
Although no concrete plans have been made to comply 
with Title IX standards, several options are open to the 
administration.
Cutting back or eliminating the football and basketball 
programs is one option, Lewis said, adding that such 
actions present "serious ramifications.”
For instance, Lewis explained, elimination of football 
would have a "domino effect" because UM would have to 
move to a lower division in the Big Sky Conference. In 
doing so, the total athletic department would be “down­
graded" to a non-competitive point and the total revenue 
to the department would then decrease, he said.
Money problem
The overall effect would restrict women's opportunities 
by reducing the amount of money being put back into the 
department, he said.
But Dinkel said that it must be realized that UM is “not an 
island." The same cutbacks will have to be made at other
schools, so everyone will end up on the same competitive 
level they had previously been at, she said.
Some other options to provide more money for 
women's programs include establishing a boosters group 
for women and working to increase the revenue brought 
by women's sports, Lewis said.
But these approaches would be difficult because they 
mean increasing the popularity of women's sports, which 
do not attract as large a crowd as men's sports, he said.
Women’s sports
When women's basketball games “pack 9,000 people 
into the field house," they will be generating enough 
revenue to sustain the program, he said.
Currently, men's basketball and football, as the major 
revenue-producing sports, provide part of the funding for 
women's programs, Lewis said.
Non-compliance with the guidelines "has to be one of 
the considerations," according to Bowers, although he 
said no final decisions will be made until the standards are 
defined.
Velez said that HEW plans to adopt the guidelines within 
a few weeks or by early summer at the latest. The penalty 
for non-compliance would be termination of the universi­
ty’s federal funds, but this would be imposed only after “an 
interminable amount of time” was spent contesting the 
matter in court, he said.
But Bowers said none of the other schools in the Big Sky 
Conference has complied completely yet, adding that 
there is "a reluctance" to be the first to do so.
Because the guidelines will probably be taken to court, 
there has been “a lot of talk" about "banding together" to 
oppose the standards, he said.
I  montana
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In good faith?
Collective bargaining negotiations 
at the University of M ontana between  
faculty representatives and emissaries 
from the Bo^rd of Regents have been 
dragging on since last summer.
Granted, bargaining is accepted as a 
tim e-consum ing process, but the 
am ount of tim e that has been con­
sumed in these "am icable” negotia­
tions has been inordinate.
If the negotiators are bargaining in 
good faith , if there have been no 
roadblocks and if the talks are pro­
ceeding as well as the team representa­
tives have repeatedly said they are, the 
teams should be close to a contract.
It is not known w hether they are or 
not because the meetings have been 
closed to public scrutiny, but if recent 
developments are any indication, they 
probably are not too close to a contract.
Tuesday's scheduled bargaining  
session, supposed to be the first in a 
week of intensive negotiations aimed  
at resolving a contract, ended abruptly  
when the m anagem ent cam e to the 
table em pty-handed.
The previous round of sessions had 
ended in the same m anner, and bar­
gaining was suspended to allow the 
m anagem ent team the tim e to develop
It needs support
Editor: I couldn’t agree more that 
Continuing Education needs as much 
support as it can possibly get from all
C----------------------“ "\
Letters Policy
Letters should be: 'Typed preferably triple spaced; 
•Signed with the author's name, class, major, telephone 
, number and address; 'No more than 300 words (longer 
letters will be printed occasionally); 'Mailed or brought 
to the Montana Kalmin, J-206. The Kaimin reserves the 
right to edit all letters and is under no obligation to print 
all letters received Anonymous letters or pseudonyms 
will not be accepted.
V___________________________________ J
a proposal. Obviously It did not.
W hether Tuesday's delay was due to 
a lack of tim e to develop the proposal 
or was a deliberate stalling tactic  
designed to waste a day of the week- 
long negotiations is not known. It 
could have occurred for any of a 
num ber of reasons.
Jack Noble, spokesman for the 
m anagem ent bargaining team, said 
Tuesday that since the team was 
working with the raw appropriation  
from the Legislature, it had not had 
enough tim e to break it down into the 
am ounts of money which were to be 
used for different items such as faculty  
salaries.
He said, however, that the team  
would have a proposal ready by 
yesterday's session. Apparently a 
proposal was presented. There’s no 
Way to tell because the meeting was 
again closed. But bargaining did pro­
ceed.
If a proposal was presented, it seems 
that the tim e it took for the, m anage­
ment to com e up with it after Tuesday's 
session ended and yesterday’s began, 
was a m ighty short tim e after almost a 
month of waiting.
' Jill Thompson
segments of the university and community. 
Thank you for taking time to remind 
everyone of the need for that support.
James C. Hall
dean of continuing education
Thanks, Gary
Editor: I would like to take this means to 
thank Gary Bogue for all the time and 
energy he has put in to  ASUM 
Programming during the past seven years.
I was very dismayed when I learned of his 
resignation. He is the mainstay of
Programming. Students come and 
students go, but Bogue is always there. The 
promoters know him. The roadies know 
him. He has tremendous integrity and 
tremendous ingenuity. Consequently, 
ASUM Programming has had the same 
image.
We will miss you, Gary Bogue. We will 
miss your coveralls, gray hair and hat. Few 
people will realize how much you did .. . 
until you are gone.
Stott Alexander 
senior, radio-television
ilHthompson ..................................................  editor
robertverdon ................................  managing editor
daveensner..................................bueJnesa manager
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public forum
Pacifists’ motivations questioned
It is strange to read, in this irreligious 
age, so much about what is moral and 
immoral. From the universities to the 
pulpits, people whose sole considera­
tion is their own conscience, speak 
loudly of the total immorality of every­
thing from war (irrespective of its 
causes) to segregated schools or to 
whether or not the kegger should be 
supported. Their voices echo with right­
eous indignation. Their statements re­
ceive considerable recognition by the 
media. Morality must conquer — Pharis­
aism must be eliminated — cry these 
new ethicists. Case in point? The Paci­
fist.
His idealistic philosophy calls for the 
elimination of all wars; the first step 
being the dismantling of armies and the 
weaponry used to conduct wars. If we 
didn't have armies and people forced to 
serve in them, the chances of mass 
destruction and death would be greatly 
diminished.
It is my belief that there are far more 
people in this world who desire peace 
than war, but in spite of this desire, wars 
continue. Countries rise against each 
other for any number of reasons. Some 
have hoodlums for leaders. Others have 
dreams of empire. Some believe that 
their form of government is so perfect, it 
should be imposed on everyone. Others 
feel threatened and engage in this 
horrific experiment to “protect their 
national interests.” For whatever reason, 
wars are with us as a fact of life on this
imperfect planet.
But the Pacifist chooses not to recog­
nize this fact. It Is his conviction that the 
taking of another human life is immoral 
under any and all circumstances. He 
believes that he shouldn't be compelled 
to kill; that he has the right to follow his 
own code and belief. By standing up for 
what he considers to be loftier princi­
ples, he lays claim to enhancing the 
opportunities for world peace. Here his 
concept of morality collapses. The 
concern he expresses is really for 
himself. Unfortunately, what he ascribes 
to as right does not always affect him 
alone. If it did, pacifism would be of little 
moment. Were it possible to convince 
men to be pacific, there would be no 
problem. It would truly be a blessing and 
the Pacifist would have the total support 
of decent humanity. Sadly, even Jesus 
Christ was unable to do this.
The Pacifist's idea is one-sided, mak­
ing it perilous for all. He says, “All wars 
are immoral; I will not kill. I refuse to 
fight!" Typically his accompanying 
statements seem to be directed, not 
against the enemies of his country, but 
against his own government — a posi­
tion that should cause his reason to 
become suspect because it takes two to 
make war. Strangely, the enemies of his 
country never seem to be so noble as to 
refuse to engage in warfare regardless of 
the right or wrong of their cause.
The Pacifist seldom perceives the real 
cause of conflict. Were he to, he would 
be compelled to acknowledge that there
are forces that menace his prerogatives 
toward pacifism and life itself. Conceiva­
bly, he might be compelled to confess 
that he could be morally forced to fight 
to save his right to be a live Pacifist! The 
irony is that the country he refuses to 
defend becomes both his shield and his 
scapegoat. The Pacifist has the gall to 
refuse to defend that which defends him 
which in itself represents a hypocritical 
and immoral position.
We hear these people cry out that the 
manufacture of weapons should cease, 
that we should use the money for social 
betterment of the masses — this is the 
road to peace and progress for the 
world. The shortsightedness is appar­
ent. He will not acknowledge the pres­
ence of people in the world who are 
perfectly willing and able to destroy him 
as well as his country — regardless of 
how well off they are socially. I have to 
wonder if France had cleaned up its 
slums and given its older citizens better 
housing if it would have kept Hitler from 
invading? If the Tibetans had improved 
their standards of living and made their 
people more comfortable — would the 
Chinese not have moved in and decimat­
ed them?
I do not believe that any Pacifist has 
the moral right to incite a policy that he 
might feel is right for him, but dangerous 
to the nation. Unilateral pacifism must 
lead- to national suicide. Governments 
cannot function as you and I. They have 
a responsibility for the welfare of mil­
lions of their citizens — an individual 
Pacifist is responsible only to himself. If 
he wishes to play the gullible fool — so 
be it — he alone will answer for it. 
However, if there are enough Pacifists in 
a society, is there not a threat to their 
fellow citizens?
What is the greatest evil? Being willing 
to fight even though you hate violence or 
subordinating the welfare of society to 
your idealism?
One could ask the Pacifist, "What if 
someone was breaking into your home 
and threatening your loved ones — 
would you get a weapon and destroy the 
■intruder?” If the answer is affirmative, 
then he is confessing that he is a 
"Situational Pacifist.” This is really being 
no Pacifist at all because no rational man 
kills for the sake of killing. He kills only 
when the importance of the situation 
dictates the need.
I believe that the Pacifist is an individu­
al who is convinced that his country 
does not possess any standards or 
qualities worth defending with his life — 
in fact he believes that he would be 
better off under an invader.
Conversely, a citizen who recognizes 
the unique values of this country will 
also recognize his responsibilities, to 
defend it and will answer all calls to 
protect it, himself and his neighbor 
against any potential destroyer.
Warren Heyer, Sr. 
graduate, general studies
Sheridan ‘duty-bound’ to speak out on public issues
Editor's note: Many University ot Montana professors 
have come under attack, especially during legislative 
sessions, for speaking out on social issues and for 
participating in local and state politics. This story is the 
first in a series that takes a look at the role of professors in 
formulating public policy.
By ED KEMMICK
Montana Kaimln Associate Editor
Richard Sheridan, professor of botany, considers 
himself “duty bound” to use his knowledge and expe­
rience to work for what he regards as the public good.
He came to Missoula 12 years ago, and from his early 
research on air pollution in the Missoula valley, moved on 
to a wide range of other tasks, including involvement in the 
formulation of zoning laws and a city sign ordinance, 
setting up panel discussions concerning growth in 
Missoula and studying the effects of coal-fired generating 
plants on the plains of eastern Montana.
He is leaning back in his office chair with both feet 
propped up on his desk and he has just lit another 
Marlboro.
He is 40 years old and rugged looking, with a Marine 
sergeant crewcut and three-inch sideburns.
Public service
"At the university,” he says, “we are expected to teach, 
to research and to do public service." .
He has been criticized through the years by name and by 
implication, by those who think "university people” have 
too much power, spend too much time in the public sphere 
and favor environmental concerns at the expense of 
industry.
He was on the infamous “hit list” of Rep. Paul Pistoria, D- 
Great Falls, who in 1977 sent then-Commissioner of 
Higher Education Lawrence Pettit a list of 19 people 
associated with the university, suggesting they be the first 
19 cut in pending faculty cutbacks.
He brushes off most of the criticism as "mindless bias” 
and says he does not let it bother him. He admits, however, 
that "it is annoying to be categorized for what I do.
"University people respect the skilled tradesman, and I 
find it peculiar that the skilled tradesman doesn’t 
appreciate someone who provides a different service.”
Sheridan maintains it Is the "duty” of professors to get 
Involved in matters of public policy, adding that "it is the 
quiet ones creeping around in their classrooms who fail 
worst.”
Tenured safety
Tenured professors, like Sheridan, have an even greater 
obligation to voice their opinions, he says, because “we're 
safe. They can’t fire us.”
Sheridan was born in Michigan, but grew up on a 600- 
acre ranch in the redwood forests of California.
An avid backpacker, fly-fisherman and canoeist, he 
came to Missoula because of an "enormous emotional and 
intellectual attachment with nature,” he says.
He says he would not work in New York or Chicago “ if 
they tripled my salary,” but he adds that it is sometimes 
frustrating here because it is "hard to get dreaming off the 
ground in Missoula." He explains that the “dreamers and 
planners are defeated” by apathy.
Fear of apathy
It is, in fact, apathy, far more than criticism that Sheridan 
fears. He says he would like to confront his critics in open 
forums to debate questions of public concern, but that his 
critics rarely “do anything but react” and are usually 
content only to complain.
An example of this apathy, he says, is that while 
Missoula-area industries gradually cut down on polluting 
emissions in the past few years, "the people did nothing."
The image of them “sitting in their cars complaining 
about the air pollution is absurd," he says.
“There are two very distinct worlds," he says. "One is the 
world of now, the other is a dream of something different. 
If you fail to dream, you just perpetuate the slop.” Real 
progress "always starts with individuals controlling their 
own lives first.”
Sheridan says an ideal society would be one in which 
each "individual decides for himself what is best for him 
and his community.”
But in the meantime, he says, the use of legislation to 
force change and to proscribe conduct is a "necessary 
evil."
Because so many people are apathetic, he continues, it 
is the role of academics and all informed people to act as 
“alarm clocks” to "wake people up" to what is happening 
to their environment.
The trouble with many people, Sheridan says, is that 
they know only “the little piece of the world they've lived 
in” and have never had their ideas challenged.
Questions values
But he and others like him, he says, have access through 
study and research to “the best advice from the best minds 
that have ever lived." Studying, he says, causes him to 
constantly question his values and ideas, because “the 
more you’re in touch with great minds, the stupider you 
feel.”
Those whose sole credentials are that they have 
graduated from the “school of hard knocks,” he maintains, 
have “never been belittled" and so “they think they are 
pretty sharp.”
Because he sees the individual as the key to progress, 
Sheridan says, "I often feel like a hypocrite. It is very 
difficult to make your life-style match your philosophies 
precisely."
If he could go back 10 or 15 years, he says, he would do 
some things differently, such as designing his Pattee 
Canyon home to be more energy-efficient.
The important thing though, in his opinion, is to keep 
“changing and modifying things as best you can.”
Sheridan did install a solar heating unit in his house and 
uses his bicycle whenever possible, relying “minimumly” 
on his Volkswagon.
The provisions, he says, have held up "beautifully.”
Although he is not overly optimistic that a majority of the 
people will ever take an active role in determining how 
they wish to live, he says, "the lessons are available.”
He says he plans to continue speaking out, and because 
the lessons are widely available, sees nothing wrong with 
“telling somebody the obvious.”
Summer courses offered
Students interested in picking 
up a few credits this summer can 
enroll in a variety of short-term 
courses available during the Uni-, 
versify of Montana Summer Ses­
sions.
Featured are pre-session 
courses from June 11-15, in which 
students may earn one or two 
credits for intense one-week 
classes. Pre-session courses are 
also available on a non-credit 
basis. Fees for the courses are $25 
per credit for both Montana resi­
dents and non-residents.
Another feature of this year’s 
summer session is a group of 
"Innovative Programs,” which 
were awarded funding on the basis 
of the innovative subjects to be 
studied and the approach of the 
courses.
An example is a western studies 
program, which offers such topics 
as Montana writers, western films 
and different aspects of Montana 
history. It will also feature informal 
talks and seminars.
Innovative Programs are offered 
by many departments for graduate 
and undergraduate credit.
Traditional four- and eight-week 
courses will also be offered by 
different departments for graduate 
and undergraduate credit.
Students wishing to apply 
should notify the registrar by May 
15 to ensure that reg istration forms 
are ready in time to enroll in the 
courses.
For additional information, stu­
dents can contact the Center for 
Continuing' Education and 
Summer Programs in Main Hall 
107.
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Funded in part by the Montana Committee for the Humanities
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Chemistry Stores closure angers students
By MIKE OLDHAM
Montana Kaimln Reporter
Assorted University of Montana 
science students have voiced 
surprise and anger at an adminis­
trative policy that has put an end to 
sales from the Chemistry Stores.
The Chemistry Stores, located in
the basement of the Chemistry- 
Pharmacy building, had been 
selling glassware, rubber tubing 
and chemicals to anyone who 
requested them. Photographic 
chemicals and chemicals used for 
such things as tanning hides and 
cleaning fireplaces were also avail­
able until early last month, Edward 
Keller, chemistry lecturer, said 
yesterday.
Memo from Mitchell 
• Keller said sales were terminat­
ed after the Chemistry Stores 
received a memo from UM Legal 
Counsel George Mitchell request­
ing that the store discontinue its 
sales. The memo stated that ad­
ministrative policy "precludes 
public facilities from competing 
with private enterprise.”
FRIDAY A N D  SATURDAY AT M ID N IG H T !
ADVANCE TICKETS FROM 
10:30 P.M. Fri„ Sat. 
ADMISSION $2.50
Showplace of Montana
W ILM A
543-7341
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLYI
And Delightful Companion Feature . . .
Starts at Dusk q q  WEST!
‘SgL Pepper" First__________ Drive-In Hwy. lo'west
The Opium War
The true story of the notorious 
Opium War of 1839-42 between the 
British and the Chinese, this film was 
suppressed until now by China's 
revolutionary-era censors, the so- 
called "Gang of Four." “Pictorially 
with its long perspectives down 
vistas of heads bowing to the 
Emperor in Peking, it reminds one of 
the aesthetic innovations of the 
Italian Renaissance; intellectually, it 
is of great gaiety, poise and interest.” 
(Penelope G iliia tt, The New 
Yorker). Many of the legendary 
landmarks of that time still exist, and 
The Opium Wars is an exciting, 
accurate chronicle of a time, a place 
and a people. Color. Montana 
Premiere!
Wed-Tues—Apr. 25-May 1 
Shows at 7:00 & 9:15
THE POWER.THE SWEEP, 
THE SPECTACLE of 
JAMES MICHENER'S 
Epic D esert A dventure!
A N TH O N Y Q U IN N  • JENNIFER O ’NEILL • M IC H A E L SARRAZIN  
BEHROOZ V O S O U G H I,»"CARAVANS'* ssl* Christopher lee
PETER FRAMPTON
"SGT. PEPPER’S 
LONELY HEARTS 
CLUB BAND”
t h e W THTI
SIS SOUTH HIGCINS
Keller said there is one "limited­
line" store in Missoula that offers 
some Of the supplies the Chemis­
try Stores sell.
However, students contend that 
the necessary pieces of equipment 
for various projects are not availa­
ble in Missoula. Keller said re­
quests are now being referred to 
other agencies in the state.
Bruce Rose, sophomore in zool­
ogy, said that supplies ordered 
from Northwest Scientific in Bil­
lings — the nearest order house — 
take too long to get here.
He called the administrative 
decision "petty bureaucracy and 
added that “there should be some 
sort of legal arrangement for stu­
dents."
Keller added that some of the 
students have been a little upset by 
the recent action of the administra­
tion. Under the guidelines set 
down in the memo, faculty 
members cannot purchase sup­
plies from the store either.
Rose, who said he tried to 
contact Mitchell, said many other 
students were surprised by the
action.
Mitchell could not be reached 
for comment yesterday.
Keller said the store sold an 
average of about $20 worth of 
merchandise to about a half dozen 
students a week.
He said it is within university 
guidelines to sell materials to 
federal or state government agen­
cies but not to individuals.
The Chemistry Stores will abide 
by the administrative policy unless 
Mitchell tells them otherwise, 
Keller said.
Bertha moosenapped by foresters
By SUE O’CONNELL
Montana Kaimln Raportar
Bertha has really been around — 
to a lot of places on campus.
And now, Bertha has gone to 
camp.
Bertha, perhaps better known as 
the stuffed moose head that graces 
the forestry school and presides 
over the Forester's Ball, was 
nabbed from the forestry school 
recently.
Bertha is traditionally "moose-
napped" by law students iust 
before the Forester's Ball and kept 
captive in a secret hide-away 
somewhere on campus while her 
abductors await the ransom — 
usually tickets to the ball.
But this time, the heist was from 
within the school itself.
Forestry students participating 
in the Resource Evaluation Pro­
gram at the Lubrecht Experimental 
Forest entered the forestry school 
unobserved and whisked the For­
estry Club's mascot back to Lu­
brecht with them.
This exclusive photo was 
smuggled to the Kaimin in an 
attempt to keep Bertha's where­
abouts confidential until the time 
of publication.
One of the abductors, who did 
not wish to be identified, said they 
took Bertha to emphasize the need 
for the Lubrecht program, which 
he said is in financial trouble and 
may be discontinued.
No members of the Forestry 
Club could be reached for com­
ment on ransom requests or 
rescue plans.
GRINNING FORESTERS ground their catch. Bertha is the cute one in the middle.
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You’ve probably seen them at parties.
Most of the people are sitting around drinking beer, talking and generally enjoying themselves, while the 
SOCIOL OG Y majors can be seen hovering around the fringes, quietly observing and scribbling furiously In pocket 
notebooks.
Though wholly Ignorant of the machinations Involved In securing a rendezvous with a member of the opposite 
sex, the sociology major can, on a moment's notice, tell you far more than you want to know about the means by 
which second-generation Serbo-Croatlons have secured comfortable lodging In a predominantly Italian 
neighborhood In Milwaukee.
You start In on a good discussion about Reggie 
Jackson's batting average and the sociology 
major keeps breaking In to ask If either of your 
parents has had to make significant adjustments 
In assimilating Into a certain sub-stratum of 
such-and-such a socio-economic group.
Or you might spend two hours reading People 
magazine and think you are ready to discuss any 
celebrities anyone might bring up, and here 
comes a sociology student, trying to draw you 
Into a debate comparing the relative merits of 
Emile Durkhelm and Max Weber.
Because they are observers, they dress In a 
consciously unnotlceable manner, preferring 
light corduroys and tan work boots, topped off 
with meager beards for the men, and sturdy 
Joan-ot-Arc haircuts for the women.
Sociology majors, men and women, take to 
smoking pipes by the age of 30 at the latest, and 
harbor few hopes of securing a Job If they don’t.
Immune to the petty appeal o f American mass 
culture, the sociology major wisely buys his pipe 
tobacco, pencils, graph paper and other 
necessary supplies from KAIMIN advertisers.
Recall effort not worrying Holmquist, Karr
By MARK ELLSWORTH
Montana Kalmin Reporter
ASUM President Cary Holm­
quist and Vice President Peter Karr 
said yesterday they are not overly 
concerned about a petition being 
circulated that threatens their jobs.
In fact, Karr calls the action 
"comedy relief.”
The petition, which was put to­
gether by Women’s Resource 
Cenfer Coordinator Janine Belhu- 
meur, asks for the recall of Holm­
quist, Karr and Business Manager
Mark Matsko.
Basically, the petition says that 
the three executives are overstep­
ping their powers by lumping 
together the Progressive Student 
Union, the Headwaters Alliance, 
the Student Environmental Re­
source Center and the Students for 
Alternative Political Thought, and 
making them part of the Student 
Action Center. The groups would 
also be moved to the Women's 
Resource Center office.
Fifteen percent of the student 
body would have to sign the
petition before it can be voted on, 
and in turn, 25 percent would have 
to vote before the three would lose 
their jobs.
Belhumeur called the proposal 
to move the five groups into the 
WRC office an "unworkable situa­
tion" and said the recall petition is 
the “only recourse available to 
express our feelings."
SAC Director Ron Stief said he is 
against the petition, but said it was 
"good that we’re calling attention 
to this problem.”
Speaker to discuss sexual roles
Warren Farrell, a man with some 
interesting ideas about the male’s 
role in society, will speak tonight in 
the University Center Ballroom at 8 
p.m.
Farrell's book “The Liberated 
Man” is subtitled "Beyond Mascu­
linity: Freeing Men and Their 
Relationships With Women.”
While the notion of going 
"beyond masculinity" to form 
more equitable and enriching 
relationships with women might 
seem like a revolutionary or even 
revolting idea to many men, others 
may be attracted to it. Both groups 
will have an opportunity to take a 
close look at the masculine "role” 
and its effects on society tonight.
According to Carlton Sedgeley 
of Royce Carlton, Inc., the produc­
tion agency in charge of Farrell's 
tour, the presentation will provide 
a dramatic lesson in “what it means
to be a man or woman in America.”
Sedgeley said the first part of the 
program will be a lecture lasting 
about 45 minutes. Following the 
lecture, an "audience exchange” 
will take place, in which Farrell will 
encourage members of the au­
dience to answer one another’s 
questions about the lecture.
The third segment of the pro­
gram is perhaps the “most threat­
ening” part of the evening, Sedge­
ley said. In what Farrell calls a 
"role reversal date,” members of 
the audience are asked to assume 
the role of the opposite sex in a 
dating situation. Men are asked to 
become the passive participants, 
while women are to act as the 
aggressors.
There will be a break in the 
program while the couples “go on 
the date,” Sedgeley said.
Visions of Atlantic City and the
Miss America Beauty Pageant may 
be conjured up in the fourth 
segment of the program — Atlantic 
City with a twist, that is.
A men's beauty contest will be 
held, complete with scantily-clad 
contestants and female judges. 
Contestants will be asked to volun­
teer from the audience.
Farrell will break the audience 
up into several groups for the final 
part of the presentation and 
members of the audience will be 
asked to discuss the presentation 
and their own ideas on sex roles 
and male-female relationships. 
Sedgeley said it is hoped that 
consciousness-raising groups will 
develop from the discussions.
Farrell is also author of a study 
on incest, which will be released 
soon by Bantam Books.
An autograph session will follow 
the program.
Another part of the grievance is 
that the six groups may be put 
under the administrative direction 
of SAC. That means that Stief will 
be responsible for allocating funds 
to the groups, an idea he is not 
particularly happy about.
“ It would be a big pain,” Stief 
said. "Every group is going to think 
they need more money than the 
other. We’d have to do all our own 
budgeting."
Stief said moving the groups into 
the same space is not a bad idea 
because most of the groups work 
with SAC anyway. But he added 
that he was not sure about moving 
into the Women’s Resource Center 
office because of possible con­
flicts with the center.
Belhumeur and other women 
working in the center are against
the move because it will take up 
too much space.
"People will be tripping over 
each other," a woman from the 
center said at a meeting Tuesday 
night.
But even with the petition and all 
the various grievances, Karr said 
he and Holmquist are not recon­
sidering their position on the mat­
ter.
Karr said moving SAC into the 
center's office would help the 
group by giving it "storefront 
space," which, he said, the group 
needs.
As for the petition, Karr said it 
was “a special-interest gripe,” and 
it was a misconception that there 
would be "tons of people running 
into each other" if the groups are 
moved together.
“Let us entertain you 
like no one else can.”
Missoula A Rattlesnake 
Teleprom pter
invites you to
Cable
Pool-use fee could be cut in half
By JON METROPOULOS
Montana Kalinin Reporter
Student swimming fees would 
be cut in half if $4,000 were 
allocated for the Grizzly Pool, 
ASUM President Cary Holmquist 
said Tuesday.
Holmquist said he will recom­
mend $3,600 be allocated for the 
pool, but that figure, he said, is 
“upwardly flexible."
Pool Director Fred Stetson did 
not submit a budget request this 
year. In an interview Monday he 
said collecting fees from people 
using the pool was a "more stable 
source of income” than an annual
Correction
The Montana Kaimin 
incorrectly reported Tues­
day that Dick Giuliani, newly 
elected University-area 
alderman, credited his city 
general election opponent, 
John Duncan, with the idea 
to let students work on city 
projects in exchange for 
omnibus credit or payment.
The idea came from one of 
his opponents in the Ward 1 
primary race, Fred Rice.
allocation from ASUM.
Holmquist said he opposes 
Stetson's decision not to seek 
ASUM funding because students 
did not have a say in the matter.
He said that after he met with 
Stetson and James “Dell” Brown, 
director of Auxiliary Services, 
which administers the pool’s 
budget, they decided that $4,000 
would be a “fair” allocation for the 
pool.
The allocation, along with a 50 
percent cut in user’s fees, is 
“ reasonable, but not exactly what 
we were looking for,” Holmquist 
said.
Currently the fees are 50 cents 
for students per swim or $10 per 
quarter, and 50 cents for the sauna.
Eliminating the fee would be 
best, Holmquist said.
Earlier in the week Stetson said 
$6,000 was needed to eliminate the 
fee, but he has since changed the 
figure to $8,000.
He said that $8,000 was "a more 
accurate figure” based on “more 
accurate information.”
Central Board will review the 
budget recommendations May 1- 
3.
If $4,000 is allocated for the pool, 
Holmquist said, budget requests 
from other groups will have to be 
cut.
He did not know which requests 
might be cut, he said, but depend­
ing on CB’s "priorities,” some 
requests might be eliminated.
2 FREE Nights At The Movies
Tune In to Cable Channel 12 
Wed. April 25th Thurs. April 26th 
From 6:30 P.M. From 7:30 P.M.
SPECIALS: April 25th and 26th Only
Install SHO W TIM E, Basic $ 0 9 5  
Cable or Both for Only ...............
TOlEPRDfnPTER 
Q z n m a ,:L A !7
924 South Third West, Missoula, Montana 59801 
728-4200
I am convinced that every boy, in 
his heart, would rather steal 
second base than an automobile.
—  Tom C. Clark
ATTENTION:
InCo
Majors
Students
Faculty
Department meeting 
Thursday,
April 26, 1979 
3:30 in Room LA 338
Coffeehouse Concerts Present 
The Magnificent Return of
DEB SUHR
Friday 
8 p.m.
UC Lounge
Singer/Songwriter
Ballads
Contemporary 
Folk Songs
Sponsored by ASUM  Programming
Free
Admission
B EST’S 
ICE C R E A M
Made fresh daily
OVER 30 FLAVORS
Downtown 
Higgins 
& Main 
Mon-Sat 
11-6
In back of 
Little 
Professor
South
Center
Behind
Albertson's
Daily
Noon-10 pm 
Fri & Sat 
til 11 pm
S A N D W IC H  S H O P
Soups and Sandwiches 
Downtown
In the Alley Behind Penney’s 
Mon-Sat 9-4:50
Anti-nuke slide show featured in SAC forum
By EILEEN SANSOM
Montana Kalmin Contributing Reporter
Protests of the Rocky Flats 
Nuclear Plant In Colorado and the 
Trident Submarine Base at Ban-' 
gor, Wash., were featured in a slide 
show presentation by Headwaters 
Alliance as part of a Student Ac­
tion Center forum last night titled 
"Who's Defending Montana?”
The forum, held in the University 
Center Lounge, was a prelude to 
the group's visit to the Central 
Board meeting to request $220 for 
gas expenses for another trip to 
the Rocky Flats plant near Denver. 
The request was denied. (See 
related story p. 1.) The trip is still 
scheduled to leave today at 2 p.m. 
from the Harry Adams Field 
House.
The first trip to Rocky Flats 
marked the group's inception last 
spring, and later the group 
gained success when referen- 
dums passed on nuclear power.
One referendum requires a nu­
clear plant to have the approval of
Montana voters before it can be 
constructed in the state. The other 
referendum bans plants in Missou­
la County.
Jim Lynch, who did most of the 
speaking at the forum, said that 
"peoplehood came out of the bus 
trip” to Rocky Flats last year.
Rocky Flats, the site of a plant 
that produces plutonium triggers 
for nuclear weapons, has contam­
inated 11,000 acres in that area, 
Lynch said.
An alternative proposal for the 
plant that came out of last year’s 
protest was to convert the plant to 
"something humanly usable be­
sides bombs," one group member 
said.
About 50 people attended the 
forum, which stressed the anti­
nuclear stand of the group.
DOONESBURY
Headwaters Alliance, which has 
no formal structure, is defined by 
its members as a group of diverse 
individuals that “get things done," 
Lynch said.
One of the events the group is 
planning is a conference in Mis­
soula during “ International No 
Nukes Day” June 2-4. Lynch said 
that workshops are tentatively 
scheduled on the two referendums 
the group worked to pass last 
November.
“Whoa Day,” which would pro­
test the transportation of nuclear 
weapons through Missoula, is 
planned for August 6-9, Lynch 
said.
Another activity that the group is 
involved in, he said, is an alterna­
tive to the Aber Day Kegger called 
Earth Day. The alternative activity
has the local musicians union's 
support.
Mike Dahlem, who also spoke 
for the group, said his “biggest 
fear" is the ability of a federal 
regulatory power authority to site 
plants in Montana. He added that 
its authority would negate th$ 
referendum.
Dahlem said the group hopes to 
work on more initiatives that are 
"too radical" to be passed in the 
Montana Legislature. Some of 
those initiatives will be on bottle 
deposits and on a ban of uranium 
mining, he said.
Lynch said that 20,000 demon­
strators are expected at the Rocky 
Flats plant this year. When a slide 
of the plant was shown, one group 
member said, "That’s hell right 
there.”
by Garry Trudeau
TONIGHT 9 p.m.-2 a.m.
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John Bauer Conceit Company
Guidebook for new trail available
ASUM Programming presents
A guidebook to the proposed 
Pacific Northwest Trail is now 
available from Ptarmigan Press, 
3609 N.E. 45th St., Seattle, Wash., 
98105.
The guidebook, which costs $1, 
traces the 1,200-mile foot and 
horse path between the Continen­
tal Divide at Glacier National Park 
and the Pacific Ocean at Washing­
ton’s Olympic National Park.
The trail is currently under
consideration by the U.S. Forest 
Service and the National Park 
Service for inclusion in the Nation­
al Trails System. A free report on 
the trail will be available from the 
park service in May.
Taking a new step, uttering a 
new word, is what people fear 
most.
—Fyodor Dostoyevski
Adams Fieldhouse 
Wednesday, May 9, 8 PM
Tickets *8°° advance/*8M day-of-show
Available now at Missoula — UC Book Store. Worden's Market, Eli's Records 
&. Tapes; Butte — Tape Deck Showcase; Helena — The Opera House; 
Great Falls — Eli’s Records & Tapes; Kalispell — Patty’s Teen Clothing, 
Budget Tapes & Records; Hamilton — Robbin’s Book Store.
For ticket information call 243-6661.
BELOW DECKS 
SPECIALS
Levi’s Bell Bottom Cords
$11.95
Levi’s Boot Cut Jeans
$11.95
Sportshirts values to $20.00
Now $5.00 to $7.99
®oom
lost and found
LOST: GREEN down jacket and contact lenses. 
Please return jacket and/or contacts to 122 Craig
Hall_______________________ |______ 92-4
LOST: ONE soccer shoe. Adidas World Cup with 
screw-in type cleat, black, with white stripes. 9%. 
Lost in vicinity of University Center Tuesday. 
Please call Tracy, at 721-1593. 92-4
FOUND SAMSONITE carry-bag in Elrod Parking
lot. Contact Dale Krebs. 328 Elrod, at 243-4278 
and identify. 91-4
FOUND: SET of keys in Men's Restroom, 2nd floor 
Journalism Bldg. Claim at Kaimin office. 91-4 
LOST: HEAD competition tennis racket lost Tues­
day at the University Tennis Courts. Contact Paul. 
Larson at 243-5331 or leave message. 91-4
FOUND: MEN'S Timex watch Friday, in the Great
Western Theatre. Call 243-5384,_________ 91-4
LOST: BLUE down vest with brown yoke & Indian 
beads on pockets on Field House softball field 
April 9th. We've put in a lot of miles together. Call
243-4918, Eric.__________' _________91-4
LOST:-FEMALE setter, black and tan on Mt. Jumbo 
Saturday. REWARD. 721 -3150or 543-7606. 91 -4 
STOLEN: PLEASE return purse and contents taken 
from room to Knowles Hall desk. No questions —
need urgently^_______________________90-4
FOUND: A 1979 Monthly Date Keeper with black 
cover. Found a couple of weeks ago in Kaimin 
business office. 90-4
LOST: MAN'S watch, leather strap. Lost on River 
bowl 2. Lost 4/13, Call 721-5055 after 5:00. 90-4 
FOUND: FEMALE German Shepherd puppy, ap­
prox. 3 months old. 549-2488. 90-4
LOST: CALCULATOR. T.l . 30 in blue case. Call 721- 
3011. 1 million reward. 90-4
LOST: PR. of prescription glasses — brown frames, 
rhinestone treble cleff in lower left hand comer. 
REWARD. Call 243-2285 or 363-4155. 90-4
LOST: WHITE, spiral, 3-subject notebook on Friday, 
4/20 near the forestry building. Call Ken Dermer. 
728-7325 after 7:00 p.m. 90-4
LOST: SILVER turquoise ring in UC Recreation. 
REWARD. 728-6184,__________________ 90-4
FOUND: BICYCLE. South of Miller — call describe 
in detail. 243-4326.___________________ 90-4
LOST: FILSON black wool jacket Sunday at Orange 
Street Laundry. Reward, sentimental vdlue. Kelly 
at 243-6661.__________________ 90-4
STOLEN: WILL the person who lifted a brown 
leather checkbook at the concert Fri., Apr. -20, 
please return to U.C. Lost & Found.______ 90-4
FOUND: A man's watch found on the tennis courts. 
Call & identify at 243-2746._____________89-4
LOST: BLUE daypack with books. Needed urgently. 
Lost at the football field behind the physical plant 
4/17/79. Contact Lisa, 4160.____________ 89-4
FOUND: 2 keys on a blue vinyl key chain in the Lolo 
Pass parking area. Call 728-1392. Early mornings/ 
late evenings. 89-4
LOST: RUST-colored book pack in W.C. Tuesday 
afternoon. Contained car keys, books, and driver's 
license. Need desperately! Please return to U.C. 
information desk or call 721-4489. 90-4
classifieds
personals
LONELY? TOO many pimples? Did Spot bite the 
dust? Girlfriend pregnant? Itching lately? Find a 
scope bottle in your mailbox? Out of foot 
powder??? Well then screw it all and come on out
to the SPRING SPECTACULAR._________92-1
GvOT THOSE beer bust blues? Come to a keg of a 
different kind — 100% whole milk and cookies.
Elrod 313. Friday the 27th, 7:00._________ 92-2
WANT SWEET revenge? Don't get mad, get even. 
Call the PIE ASSASSINS at 728-0622. Ask for 
Norbert. 92-3
SPRING SPECTACULAR T-shirt Day: Friday, May 
27th. Everybody be cool and wear your T-shirts.
___________________________________ 92-1
REMEMBER THOSE days of, milk and cookies, 
return to days of old. Elrod 313, 7:00, Friday the
27th._________ ____________________ 92-2
ATTENTION RUGGERS — Practice change to 6 
p.m.. Tuesdays and Thursdays behind the Field
House.__________ _________________ 92-1
TONITE'S THE NIGHT! Dr. Warren farrell — "The 
Liberated Man" free lecture, 8:00 p.m., U.C.
Ballroom. Don't forget the Men's Beauty Contest.
___________ 92-1
STILL HAVEN'T gotten your SPRING SPEC-
TACULAR T-shirt? Call 721-4094.________92-1
CATCH DR. Warren Farrell TONITE The Liberated 
Man" 8:00 p.m., U.C. Ballroom. Free to all. 92-1 
ALTERNATIVE ABER Day Committee needs loca­
tion and bands for small musical function May 
16th.' If you own land near Missoula or would like
to play, call 728-4549 after 6:00 p.m._____ 91-2
EUROPE—SUMMER Art & Culture. Up to 12 credits 
optional. Box 634, Logan, Utah 84321. 91-3
SPECIAL — ONLY 2,000 tickets at $8.00 — U.M. 
students with I.D. in the student Bookstore — on
sale now._______  91-3
SPRING SPECTACULAR. April 28th, begins at 3:00 
p.m. Pattee Canyon. 91-2
YOUR CHANCE for fame and fortune has almost 
arrived! Enter the Student Art Exhibition. Cash 
prizes for best entry. Deadline is May 1. Info, at Art 
Dept. 90-4
OPENINGS AVAILABLE for Fall 79 study at UM's 
London, England or Avignon, France campus. 
Apply now! Details in LA 256. 90-4
YOUR CHANCER for fame and fortune has almost 
arrived! Enter the Student Art Exhibition. Cash 
prizes for best entry. Deadline is May 1. Info, at Art
Dept._____________________________ 90-4
BIRTHDAY IDEA — Biorhythm chart. Month $5.00, 
year $35.00 Sea Stone 549-5997/721-2152. 90-4
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY OPTIONS — Call 
Marie at 728-3820, 728-3845, 549-7721 or Mimi, 
549-7317.  83-29
NOTICE TO all Social Work majors: SW 360, 450, 
and 460 will be offered during the summer. A 
complete listing of summer offerings is available 
at 770 Eddy.___________ 79-15
really personal
STUDENTS AND STAFF — If you spaced stunning 
Sue's seduction, stay tuned. She'll swagger into 
softball practice this Friday. Rossi. 92-1
YEARNING FOR a Blue Collar Worker husband?
Yearning for American domestic bliss? Yearn for 
' Big Am. your new spouse. 92-1
KAIMIN COHORTS — "You gotta believe" in the 69 
Mets and the fourth estate's 4th Plate. Practice at 
McCormick again before press club. Bring bats,
balls and bottles. The coaching staff._____ 92-1
RAY IN lower Jesse—The Natives are restless.
Budget and be gone. Bye. Catfish._______ 92-1
SEND PICTURES or personal resumes. Mall to: I 
want to Marry Big Arn, 1127 S. 4th W.. Missoula. 
MT 59801.  92-1
EX'S, VIRGINS, hard-knocked, madames, old maids 
and youngsters, find familial freedom In marital 
servitude. Marry me. Arn.______________ 92-1
help wanted
WE DON'T want you! Unless you feel you are worth 
more than $2.90 per hour. Life Insurance Sales on 
a part-time basis as you finish school. We'll be 
interviewing over the next couple weeks. Call 
Scott Taylor and Dick Visser. Intern Supervisors. 
Mike Kruger Agency, 901 South Higgins, Mis­
soula. Mt. 59801. 1-406-728-8610 for an appoint­
ment. New England Life,' of course! An Equal 
Opportunity Employer, M/F. ________ 91-3
services
FLUTE INSTRUCTION, 549-9408. Leave message.
__________________ _________________90-4
EXPERIENCED BICYCLE repairdoneat reasonable 
rates — complete overhauls only $30.00, 728-
8865,126 Woodford._________________ 81-16
WOMEN'S PLACE — Health, Education, and 
Counselling, Abortion, Birth Control, Pregnancy, 
V.D., Rape relief: 24 hr. rape relief, counselling for 
battered women. Mon.-Frl., 9-6 p.m. 543-7606.
79-32
typing
EXPERT TYPING — doctorates, master's thesis,
MSS. Maty A. Wilson. 543-6575._________ 92-7
FAST, EFFICIENT typing service available. Call 728- 
3191 for special rates. Central Secretarial Service 
is best. We've done many student papers. 91-7
TYPING $.65 per page. 728-3779._________88-16
EXPERIENCED TYPIST — Reasonable rates. 542-
2926._____________________________ 87-8
EDITING/TYPING. 549-3806 after 5:00. 86-27
TYPING. EXPERIENCED, fast, convenient, 543-
7010._____________________________78-16
RUSH IBM typing. Lynn, 549-8074._______ 53-60
THESIS TYPING SERVICE 549-7958.______76-36
education
DANCE CLASSES, Elenita Brown, experienced 
teacher, enrolling now — Missoula T & Th—pre­
dance, Ballet /  Character, Modern, Primitive, Jazz, 
Spanish /  Flamenco. 728-5664 or 1-777-5956.
76-36
transportation
RIDE NEEDED to Big Timber April 27 or any day 
thereafter. Call Susan, 721-4799. 91-4
RIDE WANTED for two to Northern California. Will 
share gas and driving. Anytime before May 1st. 
549-5337. Both ways or one way. 90-4
NEED RIDE to Billings Friday, April 27. Return 
Sunday, April 29. Help pay gas. Toni. 543-5020.
92-4
today
THURSDAY
Meetings
Peace Corps Interview, 8 a.m., 
UC Montana Rooms 360 I.
County Superintendents, 9a.m., 
UC Montana Rooms 360 C.
Henry W. Busey, M.D., on 
“Recent Advances in Rheuma­
tology," 11 a.m., CP 109.
Nutrition Re-education, noon, 
Women’s Resource Center.
Philosophy Club, Bryan Black 
on “The Egyptian Fiction," UC 
Montana Rooms 360 DE.
ASUM Budgeting, 6 p.m., Gold 
Oak Room East.
Students for Alternative Political 
Thought, 7:30 p.m., UC Montana 
Rooms 361B.
UM Wildlife Society, R. C. Twist, 
manager of the Lee Metcalf 
Refuge, 7 p.m., SC 131.
Lectures
Montana Druids Brown Bag 
Lecture, John Beecham on 
“Ecology of Black Bears,” noon, F 
106.
Warren Farrell, 8 p.m., UC 
Ballroom.
Miscellaneous
University Affairs Luncheon, 
noon, UC Montana Rooms 360 FG. 
Open House for Warren Farrell,
3 p.m., Women's Resource Center.
UM Kindergarten Popcorn Sale, 
9:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m., Women’s 
Center.
“Morris the Musical Moose” and
“Knots,” two drama department 
productions, noon, between the 
library and the UC.
Mathematics Colloquium, Ray 
Hamel, Associate Professor, 
Eastern Washington University, 
“Codes Associated With Projec­
tive Planes,” 4 p.m, MA 206.
Table in the UC Mall: Peace 
Corps.
Table in the UC Mall: PSU.
Table in the UC Mall: Kyi-Yo 
Bake Sale.
Table in the UC Mall, Hunger 
Project, sponsored by the 
Collegiate Association for the 
Research of Principles.
Film, “Communist Imperialism,” 
7:30 p.m., UC Montana Rooms 360 
J.
r.p jlV E R S lty
CENTER
243-2733
OPEN
Afternoons & Evenings
Win 6-Pac In Pinball
(Must Be 19 To Win)
FACES—Jerry Kilanowski 
FREEDOM—Kim Woo 
MARSTREK—Larry Warner 
WIZARD—Larry Krause 
PLAYBOY—Joe Gribnau 
300—Marty Johnson
WILDFIRE—Micheal Murry 
SPACE INVADERS—
Dan Munson 
DRAGON—Rob Dietz 
CHARLIES ANGELS— 
Kevin Sullivan
SPECIAL OF THE DAY
Pool $1 Per Hr.
RIDE NEEDED to Bozeman. Friday. April 27th or 
Saturday to return the 29th. Call after 5.549-9357.
_________________  90-4
RIDE WANTED to San Francisco leaving Apr. 27th 
to May 1st. Will share gas and expenses. Call
Ronnie, 549-5032.____________________ 90-4
RIDE NEEDED to Milwaukee — 17th of May. Share 
gas and expenses. Call Mary. 549-1844. 90-4
RIDE NEEDED for 2 — to N.Y.C. — Leaving 22 or 23.
Call K — 543-3546. Leave message.______ 89-4
RIDERS WANTED to New York. May 1st. Small 
trailer, take small load. Camping on the way — no 
smoking. Share expenses and driving. Open for 
suggestions on side trips. Contact Jim. 543-6982, 
leave message. 82-12
for sale
VASOUE HIKING boots, ladies size 7. 721-3183.
Recently resoled. Good condition._______ 92-4
NEED TO SELL 10-speed and 3-speed bikes. 728-
4325 evenings and weekends._________ 92-2
2 SEIBERLING radial studded tires. ER78-14. Good
condition. $60. 258-6006.______________ 91-4
STEREO: MARANTZ Amp, B.I.C., turntable with 
Empire Cart. B.I.C. Formula II Speakers. $550
new, sell $325. 543-5748 after 5:00._______90-4
ROLLED 1967 Dodge Cornet. Looks like hell but 
good, dependable transportation, 318 with 
Michelin Radials. $100. 728-9700, {ask for John.
__________________ -________________ 90-4
ARMSTRONG FLUTE, new — $200.00, AM-FM car
radio — $40.00. 728-6442.______________ 90-4
BUYING—SELLING. Better used albums and tapes. 
All our sales are unconditionally guaranteed or 
your money promptly refunded. The Memory
Banke, 140 E. Broadway, downtown._____90-22
R.E.I. Chinook hiking boots, women's size 9'A N , 
used less than one season, $35. 243-4500. 89-5
automotive
75 PONTIAC Trans Am. Four speed. Tape deck.
$3900. 549-2559.   92-1
FOR SALE: 1976 Dodge Aspen. 6-cytinder, below 
blue book. Inquire at the U of M Federal Credit
Union. 243-2331._____________________90-4
1970 DUSTER 6-cyl., stick, new tires. After 5, 728- 
0295. 90-4
motorcycles
75 KAWASAKI 250 triple. Blue, very good condition. 
Been treated with TLC. $750 or best offer. 543- 
6372, 243-6641, Peter. Eric. 87-7
wanted to rent
GARDEN SPOT. Small-medium. 549-6278. 91-3
for rent
ROOM FOR RENT — shared kitchen, living room, 
bath. Furnished laundry. One block from campus.
$125. 728-7743. 91-2
roommates needed
NEW 2-bedroom duplex close to campus. $115.00.
728-7717, 543-7166. Pets allowed. Russ. 91-3
TO SHARE expenses in house. 728-2697. 90-3
Just 50 
A Copy
for 1-99 copies 
on legal or letter size 
from  one original
LANDRY’S USED  
VACUUM S  
Buy-Sell-Trade 
Repair-Rebuild
All Makes and Models 
Used Canisters Start at 
$8.95
Uprights at $12.95 
131 Kensington 542-2908
Coniidmtuj & tm m  
in College?*
□  administration
□  management
□  counseling
□  career and life planning
□  minority affairs
□  admissions
□  residence hall education
□  student activities
The Whitworth College/LIOS Grad­
uate Center for Applied Studies offers 
a new laboratory-based master's pro­
gram in Applied Behavioral Science 
for people seeking professional careers 
in student services and development.
The program is:
• a learning community promoting 
personal growth and development.
• two curricula: Applied Behavioral 
Science core theory and skills plus 
advanced training in areas unique 
to student life practitioners.
• competence-based learning.
• integration of knowledge through 
skill-practice, feedback, and work 
experience with ongoing evaluation.
For information,; write or call:
Leadership Institute of Spokane 
P. O . Box 8005 
Spokane, Washington 99203 
(509) 624-8437
with
Student
I.D.
White Copies from One Original
G
0
P
¥
1-99 .....
100-199 
200 + ...
5$ each 
4$ each 
3$ each
R ED U C TIO N S & OVERSIZE Copies 
at Reasonable Prices
C om er of South & Higgins 
Across from Dornblazer Field 
728-3363
2ND BIG WEEK NO COVER
California’s Hottest
Trading Post Saloon
Council balks at choice between raises, no faculty cuts
By CHRIS VOLK
Montana Katmln Reporter
Representatives of the bargain­
ing council felt as though they 
were asked to "pick their poison” 
Monday night, Louis Hayes, coun­
cil head, said yesterday.
•The council, composed of one 
representative from each school 
and department, was asked in a 
University Teachers' Union news­
letter last week to gather faculty 
sentiments before the beginning of 
this week’s collective bargaining 
sessions.
The newsletter asked faculty 
members to decide whether they 
would be willing to accept 1.5 
percent reductions in raises to 
retain five faculty positions for the 
next two years.
"The consensus was that they 
(the council members) didn’t like
Five students 
receive awards
Five University of Montana stu­
dents received awards from the 
Montana Academy of Sciences at 
its 39th annual meeting at Western 
Montana College Saturday and 
Sunday.
The awards were given for 
research papers presented by the 
students. The recipients and the 
topics of their papers are:
•  Gerald Caton, mathematics.
• Francis Hannick, statistics.
• Todd Damrow and Eric Milner, 
microbiology.
• Beth Ammons, physical scien­
ces.
Six other awards were given to 
students from other state schools.
About 120 Montana scientists 
attended the meeting.
At a banquet April 20, special 
recognition was given to Gerald 
Prescott, UM professor of botany, 
for compiling an extensive list of 
Montana algae for publication as 
the first supplement to the acade­
my's magazine, "Proceedings.” 
Melvin Morris, professor emeritus 
of forestry at UM, received special 
recognition for continued support 
and contributions to the academy.
During the Saturday sessions 
almost 90 papers were presented.
the choice," Hayes said. He said 
the council did not come to a 
decision about the raise reduction, 
but advised the UTU to tell the 
bargaining team from the Board of 
Regents and University of Mon­
tana administration that it did not 
like having to make "this kind of 
either-or decision.”
Hayes saidthe bargaining coun­
cil is a "conduit for communica­
tion” between faculty and the UTU 
bargaining team. Faculty members 
on the council need not be UTU 
members.
While the UTU is involved in 
collective bargaining, the council 
will be periodically consulted 
about major bargaining issues, 
Hayes said.
He also said council members 
were "obviously not pleased” 
about the statement in the UTU 
newsletter that said, “The basic 
legislative appropriation for the 
coming biennium funds 403 fa­
culty positions with raises of about 
10 and 6 percent in the first and 
second years respectively.”
“How can anybody say raises 
two, three or four percentage 
points below the inflation rate is
CB ------- -------
• Cont. from p. 1.
cause he believed the group had 
enough members and supporters 
that it could raise the money from 
among themselves.
Mountain then gave McDorman 
a check for $10 "to start the 
process (of raising the money)," he 
said.
Several delegates questioned 
the benefit of the protest to the 
university and the students.
McDorman said that liberal arts 
colleges, such as UM, have "tradi­
tionally” been the source of protest 
regarding "social problems.” He 
said the use of nuclear weapons 
and the threat of radiation from 
nuclear generating plants are 
social problems.
McDorman said at the meeting 
that the group will leave today for, 
Colo/ado, nevertheless. He said 
after the meeting the $220 will be 
made up from personal donations.
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NOTICE
CAMPUS CLIPPER
(Hair Styling for Men)
3 Stylists Expertly 
Trained to Cut,
Style or Perm Your Hair
We use and sell 
only the finest 
products available.
CALL TODAY FOR APPOINTMENT
Open 6 days 
a week
Ask about our 
Low Prices
;! 1227 HELEN (1 blk. olf U. Ave., next to Freddy’s) 728-6774
enough?” Hayes said. "We've been 
falling farther and farther behind 
the national and regional averages 
(for salaries).”
He said many faculty members 
may be misled by the 10 and 6 
percent raise figures. All the fringe 
benefits that come out of faculty 
salaries — social security, state 
retirement dues and health plan 
payments — have increased, he 
said. After these things have been 
deducted from salaries, faculty 
may be getting less than the 
percentage increase they expect, 
he said.
Richard Barrett, assistant pro­
fessor of economics and president 
of the UTU, said yesterday the 10 
and 6 percent raise figures were 
arbitrarily selected to help express 
how the legislative budgeting 
process worked.
“The newsletter also expressed 
the notion that the money approp­
riated by the Legislature may be 
essentially used in whatever way 
the campus decides," Barrett said. 
He said the 10 and 6 percent 
figures “were not intended to be 
the final word on what the UTU 
bargaining unit would ask for.” 
"The newsletter created a lot of 
misunderstanding, which is re­
grettable," Barrett said.
At a bargaining council meeting 
last night, faculty representatives 
were not pleased with a salary 
proposal presented by the man­
agement bargaining team earlier in 
the day, Hayes said.
He said the salary increases 
recommended by the manage­
ment were "still less than cost of 
living increases.”
One council member said the 
management’s proposal for a sa­
lary increase was "just about half" 
the present rate of inflation.
“The issue of money is only one
I UTU, UM discuss contracts I
The contract proposal made 
yesterday by the bargaining team 
from the University of Montana 
administration and the Board of 
Regents is “certainly not satisfac­
tory,” according to Richard Bar­
rett, president of the University 
Teachers’ Union.
Barrett said yesterday that “no 
new issues were settled” at yester­
day’s afternoon collective bargain­
ing session. He said the UTU team 
would present its counter proposal 
late last night.
But the specific issues of the 
bargaining negotiations are being 
kept secret. Barrett refused to 
comment about either team's 
proposal.
Jack Noble, spokesman for the 
management team and deputy 
commissioner of higher educa­
tion, also refused to comment.
of 16 or 17 articles to be debated in 
the collective bargaining ses­
sions,” Hayes said. He added that 
the UTU asked the council for help 
in setting up an "action commit­
tee" to solicit more faculty support 
during the bargaining sessions.
“ It is necessary for the manage­
ment negotiators to know the 
faculty has a very large degree of 
interest in these proceedings,” 
Hayes said.
Writing tutors 
available
The English department is 
offering a tutorial service for 
students who have problems 
writing papers.
The service provides tu­
tors to students who are not 
already enrolled in writing 
classes. The tutors will assist 
students who have difficulty 
writing acceptable papers 
for courses and who cannot 
meet requirements of Eng­
lish 100.
The students may sign up 
for the service in LA 211. 
Tutors will be available at 
regular periods Monday 
through Friday.
Faculty members may ad­
vise or require students to 
’ use the service or students 
may use it voluntarily.
Dr.
Warren
Farrell
Author of |
“The Liberated Man 1
1 TONIGHT— 1
| Thursday, April 26, 8:00 P.M. I 
| UC Ballroom FREE J
The Men’s Beauty Contest 
is part of a five part program 
on Men’s Liberation—
• lecture
• audience question and 
answer exchange
• role reversal date
• forming of 
consciousness-raising 
groups.
